O Colégio Rio Branco é uma
instituição de ensino que valoriza o
aprendizado completo dos alunos.
Desde 1863, sua filosofia preza pela
tradição sem deixar de inovar e
modernizar seus processos.

O R i o B r a n c o t a m b é m fi r m o u
parceria pioneira na cidade com o
Google for Education, possibilitando
a realização de atividades escolares
integradas e colaborativas.

Localizado em Barão Geraldo,
distrito de Campinas, o Colégio Rio
Branco oferece ampla infraestrutura
para atendimento e formação de
alunos desde o Ensino Infantil até o
Ensino Fundamental II.
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Assessment Manager for
Cambridge Assessment English,
holds the Cambridge RSA
Diploma for Overseas Teachers
of English (DOTE) and has a
specialization in teacher training
(PRINSELT) from the College of
St. Mark & St. John in Plymouth,
UK. He has worked as a teacher,
teacher trainer and academic
consultant for 30 years, having
also worked as a Cambridge
English Speaking Examiner and
course tutor for CELTA, ICELT and
DELTA.

Carlos Gontow is an English
t e a c h e r, w r i t e r, a c t o r a n d
teacher trainer. He has had 32
years of experience teaching
and he’s involved with teaching
English through theater, games
and songs. He’s the author of
the books “The Classroom is a
Stage – 40 Short Plays for
English Students,” “101 Dicas
Para Você Aprender Inglês Com
S u c e s s o , ” “A p r e n d a I n g l ê s
Cantando e Aprenda a Cantar
em Inglês”.

USING SONGS TO EMBRACE DIFFERENCES: Using songs in class is a
powerful tool to encourage discussion, especially concerning the
delicate subject of embracing differences. In this workshop, we’ll
show some songs that can be used to work on grammar,
vocabulary and pronunciation, and get students thinking about
and discussing differences.

Claire Venables spent a decade
teaching in Europe where she
obtained her Trinity DipTESOL at
Oxford TEFL. She has a wide
r ang e of experience as a
teacher, teacher-trainer, Director
of Studies and materials writer.
S i n c e 2 011 , s h e h a s b e e n
involved in the creation and
implementation of language
programs in schools. She is the
Director of Active English.

LOOSE PARTS IN ACTION!: Loose parts play refers to the use of
materials that can be moved, put together, taken apart and used
in any way children desire.

This hands-on session looks at why

this is so popular in early childhood education and how to use it in
ELT to stimulate creativity and language development.

Eduardo Francini has a degree in
Education and in PortugueseEnglish Languages, specialized in
Bilingual Education and in
E d u c a t i o n a l L e a d e rs h i p . H e
serves as assistant principal at
Colégio CLQ and guest professor
at São Paulo Open Centre). He
authored the critical review of
English as a curricular
component in the third draft of
the Brazilian National Common
Core (BNCC).

THE IMPLICATIONS OF A NATIONAL FRAMEWORK FOR ELT: During
this session we will look very closely to the skills presented by
BNCC for ELT. Participants will draw conclusions on the proficiency
levels targeted and design lesson plans to match the skills.

Elizabeth Pow - M. A. in Applied
Linguistics (PUC-SP) Professor at
Faculdade São Bernardo, and on
Lato Sensu and online teacher
educat ion prog r ammes. Coauthor of Descobrindo a
pronúncia do inglês published
by Editora WMF Martins Fontes.
Author and co-author, published
articles on Phonology and
Teacher Education. BRAZ-TESOL
Pronunciation SIG current head.

DISCOVERING PRONUNCIATION WITHIN LANGUAGE SKILLS:
Pronunciation has tended to be seen as a skill on its own. As a
result, its interface with language skills listening, reading and
writing has often been overlooked. This workshop sets out to
explore such interface by inviting participants to work on a
selection of pronunciation elements that can help learners hone
their language skills.

Joacyr is currently an EFL
teaching professor at UNICAMP
– CEL. He has been involved in
TEFL and EFL teacher education
for more than 20 years. His M.A.
and PhD academic research
focuses on how Corpus
Linguistics can be used as a
teaching tool in both language
and translation classes.

VOCABULARY LESSONS AND CORPUS LINGUISTICS - THE PERFECT
MATCH!: The study and learning of vocabulary play a central role
in developing fluency in any language. When it comes to learning
vocabulary in authentic contexts, Corpus Linguistics is a very
practical tool that can bring authenticity into the classroom. In this
workshop, the presenter will demonstrate how to prepare
vocabulary exercises based on corpora, how to explore
concordance lines, and how to use Corpus Linguistics digital tools.

Louise has been working with
foreign language teaching and
teacher training for over 20
years. She has a degree in
Advertising and Marketing from
ESPM and works in the area of
education,

having

as

specializat ion ar ea t eac her
training

and

teacher

development. Author of the
English Materials of Elementary
School I of Somos Sistema de
Ensino.
RETHINKING TEACHER'S AND STUDENT'S ROLES IN THE 21ST
CENTURY: By analyzing elements from Bloom’s taxonomy and
reflecting upon the concept of agency in the classroom, teachers
will be prompted to answer the following questions: In which
roles are you often involved in the classroom? Are there any roles
in which you have less experience? Are there any new roles you
might try in the future? Do our students realise their role has also
changed?

Marcela Cintra is an Academic
Coordinator at Cultura Inglesa
São Paulo. She has been
working with English language
teaching for over 20 years, been
involved in teacher training and
development programmes and
presented in ABCI, LABCI, BRAZTESOL, TESOL and IATEFL
conferences. A CELTA, ICELT and
Delta tutor, she has an MA in
TESOL and is currently the firstvice president for BRAZ-TESOL.

DIVERSITY IN ELT: Much has been discussed in ELT about diversity
and inclusion to impact a greater number of learners in the
country. In this talk, we will discuss the topic and practical ideas
on how professionals involved in ELT can take advantage of their
development and adapt their teaching to cater for a variety of
profiles through meaningful differentiation.

Vinicius Nobre is a managing
p a r t n e r a t Tr o i ka . H e i s a
teacher educator, CELTA/ICELT/
DELTA tutor, course book writer.
He has also published
methodology books (Teaching
English Today: Contexts and
Objectives, DELTI/SBS). Vinnie
graduated from PUC-RJ in
English/Portuguese, holds the
COTE, the DELTA and an MA in
Language Education from the
University of Chichester.

THE ENGLISH TEACHER AS A CRITICAL AGENT OF CHANGE: Even
though there seems to be a lot of debate over a unified definition
for critical thinking, most researchers and teachers agree with its
importance in any learning process. In this talk, we are going to
discuss how teachers can develop their own critical thinking in
order to feel better equipped to implement initiatives in their
classroom that will also help their learners become more
competent communicators and critical thinkers themselves.

